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Introduction
The American Psychiatric Association estimates that anorexia afflicts as many
as one in every 100 girls. It has the highest mortality rate -- 10 percent -- of any
mental illness.
There have been many stories about anorexia, so many heartbreaking examples
of the medical model failing in finding a ‘cure’. There have been cases and
statistics of ‘successes’ in the eating disorder clinics. So why are there still
people out there suffering and dying from this disorder or from the results of
this disorder?
What are doctors or the medical model offering to people suffering from
anorexia?
Treatments available include counselling and respite visits to general hospitals
which often have an Eating Disorder ward.
Most countries have an Eating Disorders Foundation which supplies vital
information to people suffering from anorexia and their families.
Other treatment centres include The Sacker Centre in New York which treats
eating disorders, trauma disorders and more. Mandometer® Clinics are in the
US, Europe and Australia and their focus is on a nutritional therapeutic program
that teaches patients how to eat normally using a patented, computerized
biofeedback device.
Unfortunately there is a long stay at these hospitals (often up to a year) and the
costs are over $1,000 a day with $50,000 plus for the stay and some paying as
much as $186,000.
Over the years many sufferers of anorexia have been forced fed and had
punitive treatment meted out to them.
And most people with anorexia are taught to DISCOUNT THE VOICE IN
THEIR HEAD.

So what do doctors not want you to know about anorexia?

Their failures!

Chapter 1 The medical model illustrated
To fully illustrate what can happen with the medical model, the following gives
the story of twins Clare and Rachel Wallmeyer, known as the ‘Anorexia Twins’
from Geelong, Australia.
OCTOBER 31, 2004:
The twins appear on TV show ‘60 Minutes’ telling presenter Peter Overton they
will die together. They are shown running near Eastern Gardens; looking at their
stick-thin bodies in the mirror and talking of losing more weight.
They reveal that they have never been in love, never had a job, and have never
gone to college. It is their strong belief that it is just a matter of time before they
die. But at least they say, “We will die together”.
The twins each weighed around 28kg and were already known as public faces in
their battle with anorexia – their insidious foe.
After watching the ‘60 Minutes’ TV program and seeing the twin’s story, I
wrote a letter to Rob and Moira Wallmeyer (the twin’s parents) and offered my
services. Not living locally (I lived in South Australia at this time) I flew to
Melbourne and met Rob and Moira. Rob stated that of all the letters of support
mine was the most promising.
I stayed with the Wallmeyer family and was able to apply a part of my program
with the twins. A few hours at a time, though aware that the twins were heavily
medicated and had limited concentration.
Rob and Moira talked about their years and years of trying to get treatment for
the twins. There had been many hospital visits for different mental illnesses,
including anorexia. The twins had been force fed, had Nasogastric intubation (a
procedure during which a thin plastic tube is inserted through the nostril, down
the oesophagus and into the stomach) as well as many other procedures.
The twins, Clare and Rachel, had great knowledge on anorexia. Being very
intelligent women they had studied everything they could on the disorder. They
knew what they were doing to their bodies but as one said:
"It is easier not to eat than suffer the guilt of eating.” Other comments the twins
made included:
"We are terrified of death, but more terrified of eating.”
"I have a black soul, the light has gone."
And as Rachel told the Geelong Advertiser in 2005, “Anorexia is overtaking
me, I am smothered by it. I surrender to it now.”
The twins told me that they were ‘Anorexia’ and did not relate or see
themselves as anything else.
Living in South Australia, I was only able to see the twins for a few hours every
few months. The twins were very sensitive on all levels and had issues right
back to being born premature and separated at birth (yes, they remembered
this!).

On the first visit we were able to do four short sessions which focussed on Your
Envisioned Mind. There are four steps in this process and one of the steps,
after creating a ‘retreat’ and finding the home you set up in childhood where
your sub-personalities live, is to knock on the door of this home and see who is
living there. In Clare’s case it was the Grim Reaper! We discussed this and she
wanted to try to heal it, so it was put in the healing process until the next day.
In the next session Clare found that it did not heal, so she decided that it had to
go. It (the Grim Reaper) was very stubborn and it was only with Rachel and my
support that was she able to get it out of her head and make certain it could not
return. When we discussed where did they think it came from, they told me that
their mother while carrying them was forced into hospital for complete bed rest.
This was due to her waters breaking. Their mum did not miscarry Clare due to
the fact that there was another twin, Rachel in a separate sack that was not
affected. Rachel kept Clare alive for the next six weeks until they were born
prematurely. No wonder these girls have a close bond!
The twins told me they did not have a ‘voice’ in their heads, they were each
other’s voice!
On the second visit, Rachel arrived and went straight to the toilet, it was then I
learnt that she would regularly dose herself on Laxettes up to 20 at a time (these
are taken for constipation, usually 1-2 tablets). You can imagine what that was
doing to her body, the prolapsed bowel and the agony of sitting on the toilet for
hours.
My program, Your Envisioned Mind allows you to meet and talk to your subpersonalities. I asked Rachel to speak to this one. She saw her as a fifteen year
old who was filled with black pus. When I asked her why this was so, Rachel
replied “Because I’m Evil”. She said that the Laxettes flushed the black pus, the
evil out of her. She felt clean for a time, and then the evil would build up again,
leading to another purge with Laxettes.
This sub-personality went through the healing process and became clean and
pure.
Rachel stopped purging in 1 session!
She never purged again
I explained to the Wallmeyer family that I would need to have the twins for 3
weeks, for me to be able to get them well. I offered my home and there were
some discussions with the twins.
But something intervened!
The twins had written a submission and were successful in receiving funding of
$10,000 for their treatment at the Bronte Foundation in Melbourne (a fully
serviced centre that supports people with eating disorders). Unfortunately the
Bronte Foundation had criteria for a person having to have a Body Mass Index
at a certain level. The twins each weighing 28kg were less than the criteria and
were refused therapy.
However, the Foundation was able to get Dr. Ira Sacker, president and founder

of the Help and Eating Disorders Foundation and an associate professor at NYU
Medical School to see them. Dr Sacker flew to Australia to help the twins. He
videoed the twins and used their story in a documentary he was making.
Dr Sacker stated it was his goal to get the twins to like and trust him. Once he
finally got them to that point, he persuaded them to enter a hospital. They were
fed through a nasal gastric tube and were hydrated intravenously. The twins also
began to eat a little food and soon they weighed 34kg (75 pounds) which put
them out of immediate danger. As the twins were too sick to travel to America,
Dr Sacker gave his treatment program to a local psychologist to continue on
with the twins.
OCTOBER 14, 2005:
Clare and Rachel pledge to travel to America to participate in an anorexia
program.
OCTOBER 26, 2005:
Clare and Rachel check themselves into the Austin Hospital in Victoria for up
to three weeks of nutritional rehabilitation and rehydration. The twins need the
treatment to fly safely to America.
The twins each gained 6 kg and Dr Sacker stated that “They're no longer at
death's door, though their health is still in great danger."
NOVEMBER 28, 2005:
With the attention from Dr. Sacker and now also an English newspaper
journalist interviewing them, the twins were fully back into the ‘Anorexia
Twins’ mindset, revelling in the attention they had gained.
I caught up with the Wallmeyer family a few months later. Clare told me that
they saw the therapist a few times and then stopped going. She said that they
knew more about anorexia than he did and it was not worth seeing him.
Their mother, Moira informed me when I rang about 6 months later that Clare
and Rachel had decided to eat and had gained some weight.
Unfortunately what Dr Sacker had failed to report was that the twins were now
alcoholics. He had warned their parents that there was a risk of alcoholism if
they started to eat. (I would like to see the statistics on this, as I have heard from
others that this is a regular occurrence if the person is forced to eat).
The promised trip to America was never fulfilled!
JULY 16, 2007:
The twins face court after being caught up in a Geelong police drug bust,
accused of swapping prescribed steroids for speed. Sadly besides the
alcoholism, the twins were swapping their medicines for speed.

AUGUST 17, 2007:
The twins plead guilty to trafficking steroids and possessing amphetamine.
Magistrate Michael Coghlan tells the twins their anorexia is no excuse for their
criminal behaviour. Both are sentenced to two months jail wholly suspended for
12 months and placed on 12-month good behaviour bonds.
The twins continued to have many clashes with the police over being drunk in
public places and they were intoxicated every day. Their parents, Rob and
Moira stayed supportive during all this, with Moira still cooking for them as she
had done for years.
NOVEMBER 22, 2010:
Rachel fronts court, charged with attempting to murder Clare after she was
allegedly caught by police throttling her sister in their Grovedale flat. Rachel
was granted bail and the matter adjourned to February 2011, with the attempted
murder charge later withdrawn.
The twins as early as July 15, 2004 stated their death wish. They told the
Geelong Advertiser of their wish to die after living with anorexia for 20 years.
"We're going to die, we just want to die. We're so tired of anorexia," Clare says.
"We just want to be one of the statistics now." Rachel adds.
Parents Rob and Moira tell of their heartbreak at their daughters' death wish.
Their death wish came true.
AUGUST 27, 2012:
Rachel dies from smoke inhalation, caused by a cigarette burning the mattress
on which she was sleeping under the influence of alcohol. This set the flat on
fire and Clare is found unconscious in the kitchen but dies in hospital a few
hours later. (From the Geelong Advertiser)
They were buried together in one white coffin.
Rob of Bellarine, posted in the Geelong Advertiser at 12:08pm today:
‘Such a terribly tragic end for two people whose lives for the most part were
consumed by an insidious disorder. I hope they are now out of pain and grief
and offer condolences to their family’.

This is an interesting blog on the twins by Kasia Kaczmarek.

FEED THE GIRL
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The Wallmeyer Twins - a current affairs goldmine
Remember Clare and Rachel Wallmeyer? They made news back in 2004 for being
Australia's most famous skeletwins, surviving on a piece of watermelon a day and the
occasional hit of heroin (although the drug use was diplomatically omitted from the
news stories).
Well thanks to ET and Insider Online they're ba-ack and striking hope into the hearts
of prime time TV viewers everywhere.
Now please don't get me wrong, I have absolute empathy (get that, empathy, not
sympathy - there's a clue there) for these women but, as with programs like The
Biggest Loser, I find television Get-Well-Quick shows to be not only loathsome, but
extremely harmful to the sufferers involved*.
While the new footage of the twins may seem promising, all I see is a couple of
extremely sick women with serious drug and behavioural problems (which I had to
do some digging of my own to uncover) being polished up for the cameras to bring a
satisfying conclusion to an unfinished story.
And while I genuinely believe that Dr Ira Sacker is a remarkable man who has helped
countless sufferers of eating disorders, it breaks my heart to see these women starve
themselves for 10 days in anticipation of the American film crews only to be offered a
couple sessions with Dr Ira, during one of which they are fed hot chips, for Christ's
sake. Have these people done any research into eating disorders at all? Do they not
realise that after this little outing the twins will probably spend a guilt-ridden and
self-hate filled afternoon bent over their toilet bowls? Or one bowl in this case - they
live together. And don't get me started on the initial interview where the flawless
host comments on the girls' weight gain and asks them how much they weigh. Surely,
working with Dr Ira they must have done some research, which leads me to conclude
that they really couldn't care less about the long-term recovery of the Wallmeyer
Twins and are merely offering viewers what they want to see rather than, God forbid,
educating them.
When will I learn. (end of blog)

Clare had met many people with anorexia and especially those who were
supposed to be ‘cured’. She stated that “if a person says they have overcome
anorexia, but still have issues around food, they are not cured!” She went on to
say that many ‘cured’ women she had talked to, still had hang ups, phobias and
rituals around eating.

Chapter 2 what do doctors not want you to know about anorexia
So what do doctors not want you to know about anorexia?
Any successful treatment outside the medical model!
After 15 years of study and research I have been able to develop a process
which allows you to alleviate most disorders in a just a few sessions. The
success rate is amazing and one of the main disorders I treat is anorexia.
So who am I and can I prove this statement?
About me and my research
My name is Beverly Searle and I was widowed with 4 young sons to raise. As
my sons became men and were leaving the nest, it was time for me to ‘do my
own thing’. I had a teenage dream of going to university and now it was my
time to do exactly that. At 48 I sat the adult re-entry exam and got into my first
choice.
9 years later I had:
Masters of Primary Health Care
Grad. Cert. Of Community Health (Mental Health)
Bachelor. of Social Science with Honours.
My thesis was on mental disorders/illnesses as the result of childhood
abuse/trauma.
I have presented at World and Australasian psychotherapy conferences and
have also run a mental health consumer/carer conference titled ‘Our Lives Our
Choices’, which won Gold for the whole of Australasia.
I was Volunteer of the Year for Schizophrenia Fellowship of South Australia and
I have a Certificate of Appreciation for my services to the sector; by the
Honourable Dean Brown.
During this time I also volunteered at the Dissociative Identity Society of South
Australia (DISSA). I was a telephone and home support worker and ran support
groups. I supported two siblings with Multiple Personality Disorder. At this time
there was limited support or treatments available and I wanted to learn all I
could to best support my clients. Working here I supported many clients with
Multiple Personality Disorder, saw hundreds of personalities and gained a vast
experience in the different aspects of a person.
All with Multiple Personality Disorder suffer early childhood abuse/ trauma and
are often affected by depression, anxiety, stress, self injury, voices in the head,
have relationship problems and eating difficulties.
In working with these people and being able to meet the individual personalities
within the one person I developed my Your Envisioned Mind. My program
alleviated their trauma and I asked myself if Your Envisioned Mind could be

applied to people who had experienced trauma but did not split their psyche into
different personalities?
I had a friend who went to Vietnam as a teenage entertainer during the war; she
had severe Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (P.T.S.D.). I asked her if she would
try the 4 steps I had then developed. I had designed a guided visualisation
especially with her in mind. She along with all of us has sub-personalities.
She agreed and after discussing the theories involved started doing the
visualisation with me. Seamlessly she went through all 4 steps, easily seeing
everything in her head and able to meet the teenage part (sub personality) of her
who had frozen at the age she went to Vietnam. I was joyously saying in my
head ‘Yes. Yes. Yes. It worked’. We did 3 sessions and she was free of her
P.T.S.D.
I then asked more friends and family members to do my process. All had their
issues resolved. I was especially pleased to help my then 83 year old mother
overcome her depression.
It was while I was doing a placement in a Women’s Community Centre as a part
of my Honours year at university that I offered to run a course on overcoming
depression. Over 50 women with many different mental health issues attended
during the year and all improved in different aspects of their lives.
While running one of these groups, I was approached by an attendee and asked
if I could assist her niece who had just come out of hospital suffering from
anorexia. She explained that her niece, now in her 30’s had had anorexia for
over 15 years.
I explained that I had never worked with this disorder or even read any research.
But she said, “All of us in this group have different problems and we are all
getting well. I am sure you could help her, please go and see her. The whole
family is desperate for her to get well”.
She rang up her niece and made an appointment for me to visit her at her home.
This is how I met Paula; her story is below along with two other women who
had had anorexia.

Your Envisioned Mind
Before I share their stories of their treatment and successful recovery, I need to
explain to you what the Your Envisioned Mind program is and how it is so
different from other techniques which have been used with anorexia.
To start with why this name?
Because this is not a technique where you have to talk over your problems for
hours, weeks, months or sometimes years which most other therapies entail.
Why is this?
Because of where the adversity/trauma is stored in the mind!
I believe very much in education and empowerment. When I first meet a client I
explain the two main theories behind Your Envisioned Mind so they can
understand how their minds work, be able to trust their minds and trust the
process. I tell them “I am a tour guide into your mind”.
The first theory is best explained by Dr Richard Restak, a renowned professor
of neurology who has written over 20 books on the human brain and our
neurology. He states that our brain is geared for survival and describes it as
follows:
‘The human brain is organized in terms of a “mental society.” In

other words, alongside our verbal system, there may reside any
number of “mental units” [that] can exist, can have memories,
values, and emotions, and all of these can be expressed through any
of a variety of response systems. What makes this whole process so
eerie is that these systems may not be in touch with the verbal system
at all but rather, have their own existence outside of the areas of our
brain responsible for our language and our logic.’
‘The Brain’, R. Restak, 1984
One of these ‘mental units’ is the Limbic System. Through it the mind deals
with dangerous events. Anything that is dangerous to you triggers the
fight/flight response, which is there to protect and prepare you for dangerous
situations.
The reaction is instantaneous. Your brain and body are flooded with chemicals
that prepare you for running away (flight) or to stand and protect yourself
(fight). Due to the instantaneous and intense nature of the “fight/flight”
response, it bypasses the normal recording of events and stores this potentially
dangerous information in the Limbic System.

An example of how this process works with trauma memory is:
Imagine that at age three, your big brother deliberately dropped a spider on you
- your response was to run around screaming!
The picture of what happened and your fear is stored in the Limbic System.
From then on, whenever you see a spider or something drops on you
unexpectedly, the picture of the original experience is triggered, by your
fight/flight response. The Limbic System replays the event, just like a DVD,
with you running around screaming. The original emotions flood through you.
You relive the event out of time and sequence.
You can be ninety-three years old and still scream at the sight of a spider!
Why is this? Because your limbic system does not have lineal time line! There
is no clock there to let you know this traumatic event was years ago. And most
importantly it has no language; it stores events in pictures. This means that no
amount of talking can change these pictures: as we learned above, the Limbic
System cannot understand language.
The mind is fascinating is it not?
Along with the limbic system our childhood beliefs - concepts of our self as
unlovable, useless, dumb etc are lodged deep in the sub-conscious mind and are
affecting us even now, decades later.
Your moods and roles
The second theory is explaining your moods and roles (referred to as your subpersonalities).
When you are born you are hard-wired to store your memories. As you have
never lived in this body before, you need a way to store your life experiences.
For example, when you experience something for the first time before the age of
7 a spark goes off in your mind and a sub-personality is created to hold this
experience. Then every time you experience this same or similar event it builds
onto the existing sub-personality.
Over time sub-personalities become your moods or roles. They hold your
learned skills. For example, at 3 years of age you are given a bike. The first time
you put your leg over to ride (a new experience) a sub-personality is created to
hold this lived experience. From then on, this sub-personality is activated every
time you ride a bike. This becomes your bike-riding sub-personality and every
time you ride a bike this one knows that it is his/her role to come forward. As
you grow you change from a three wheeler to a two wheeler bike and then you
are in your late teens and get your first car. Your bike is put in the shed and that
is the end of your bike riding. Years later you hop on a bike, you wobble around
for a while and then all of a sudden you are riding again. This is because your
bike-riding sub-personality was re-activated and its skills became available to
you.

How many times have you said “I’m not in the mood”? One of the reasons for
this is that the sub-personality who does this job, or holds this skill, is not
available for you to use. The children’s books ‘Mr. Men’. and ‘Little Miss’ by
Roger Hargreaves (©THOIP) are an excellent way of explaining subpersonalities as is the new Disney film ‘Inside Out’ which demonstrates how
our emotions play such a huge part in our day to day life.
Your moods and roles are your sub-personalities: your small frightened part,
your efficient worker, your rebellious teenager, your studious part. The
possibilities and responses are endless.
You can have hundreds and thousands of sub-personalities. All these parts make
up your own unique personality.
Another fascinating thing about the mind is that our subconscious doesn’t
differentiate between what our eyes see (reality) and what we see with the
‘minds’ eye (what we visualize or imagine). This is the power of visualization
and how using it in Your Envisioned Mind can change not only pictures in
your Limbic System but you can meet and heal your sub-personalities of their
negative beliefs and emotions.
Your Envisioned Mind is designed to help you explore - in your imagination what safe and happy looks like for you. As a child you had very little control
over what you were taught and experienced. You did your best to reach
conclusions that would help you survive. As an adult you can become your own
teacher - your own grownup. Using Your Envisioned Mind you can replace the
old pictures and experiences with pictures that heal and comfort you from the
same deep, subconscious level which once defeated your attempts at change.
Everyone experiences adverse life events. How you respond to these is unique
to you. Your responses have been shaped by your perceptions of your life
experiences, especially during the formative years. Your personality has been
formed by the age of seven.
Wouldn’t it be good if you could go back in time, pick up that child, keep them
safe and comfort them, the way you would have wanted it to happen?
What follows is the story of three 3 women and how Your Envisioned Mind
healed them of anorexia. Before sharing their stories I will go through the
process that each of my clients does so that you will have a better understanding
of their journeys.
I explain to all my clients “You are the only person in the whole world who has
lived this life. What has happened to you, where and how you have stored your
memories is unique to you. The Your Envisioned Mind program is a formula,

the steps are to be done in order, but every decision is made by you”.
When I see a new client, I ask them to complete 2 simple pages prior to
beginning Your Envisioned Mind.
Name:
Age
Please list your work and any hobbies or interests you have.

As a child have you ever been hospitalised, been in foster care or looked after by
anyone other than your parents?

List any adversities you have experienced (e.g. bullied at school, witnessed or
experienced violence).

What are the goals you would like to achieve in your life?

Do you have a mental health diagnosis?

Page 2

The first 4 steps of the Your Envisioned Mind technique are collectively called
Making Your Mind Safe & Happy!
Step 1 is to choose a place on the earth you would like to have as a beautiful
place in your mind; a retreat, this is done with a guided visualisation. From
there you find your home which is usually set up in childhood to house your
sub-personalises.
Step 2 is to make your mind ‘safe’ fences are to surround the property with a
gate which only allows you to enter your property. After putting fences and
spiritual protection around their properties they want; they knock on the door of
the home found to find who was living there.
In psychological terms, the part who should answer the door is the ‘Inner Self
Helper’ a part of you who has been with you since birth. I call this part the
‘Housekeeper or Caretaker’ (as this one runs your ‘Home in the Head’) and
she/he is a very important part of the whole process, as this one is your internal
support and/or counsellor and will help you throughout your life.
Step 3 is refurbishment of the home. From the worksheet you answered the
housekeeper and you go into the home and refurbish it. Making a room or area
for each of your hobbies, work and study. A children’s area is made which is
separate from the adult area, as you may have many child parts that could be
holding negative events and emotions and this is where they will be healed.
Through the healing you will be creating loving, happy place for them to live.
Step 4 is the healing process - meeting and healing your sub-personalities.
A healing place is set up to wash away the negative events and emotions of all
sub-personalities.
Remember your memories are just neurons firing, nothing is set in concrete and
all these things can be changed. As you have already learnt the adversity/trauma
you have experienced is in your Limbic system.
By changing these pictures, which are like a hologram in your mind you can
undo your past, wash away all the negativity and replace them with loving and
beautiful pictures.
Once these pictures are gone and replaced by positive ones, the triggers can no
longer affect you, i.e. spiders, car crash, violence, etc are no longer in the
Limbic System and therefore no longer producing the flashbacks, panic or
negative emotions that once affected you.

Chapter 3 Case study
Paula 32 years old.
I met Paula at her home and was invited into her kitchen. I asked Paula to tell
me about her anorexia.
Paula replied that she got hungry and went to the fridge. However once at the
fridge a voice in her head told her she could not eat and she couldn’t.
I knew then and there that I could help her!
I had specialised in ‘hearing voices’ along with self injury and had over a 95%
success rate.
I was shown the new form her psychologist wanted her to fill out, pages and
pages of information. Paula talked about other doctors she had seen and she
discussed her many hospital visits.
She told me she was a twin and her sister did not have anorexia, she was
overweight.
Paula also said that the only time she ate without the voice controlling her was
when she was pregnant.
I explained the theories and how I worked and after she understood this, she
started the process.
Step 1. Paula chose to have her retreat in a tropical island, and she found that
her home where her sub-personalities lived was made of stone.
Step 2. She used a stone fence to protect her retreat and then found when she
knocked on the door that the person who answered the door was the same age as
her.
Step3. This was done to all her wants and needs
Step4. She set this up and then I asked her who she wanted to meet?
Paula only wanted to meet the part of her who was holding the anorexia - Miss
Anorexia. She was shocked to find that this sub-personality was a three year
old! When Paula talked to her, she was told that she had to control Paula.
Something happened to Paula at age three which was out of her control and then
when puberty hit at 13, her body was out of control. Miss Anorexia came
forward and took over, controlling her eating. Miss Anorexia was very strong
and at first refused to cooperate. She was put into the healing section and this
ended Paula’s first session.
After this visit Paula started eating! Her controlling voice stopped!
Paula could not remember any adversity at age three, but her aunt told her that
even though her father had mellowed, he was still a scary man and verbally

violent. We could only presuppose that at around age 3, when Paula would have
started exerting her independence, she probably said “No” or challenged her
father and that he lost his temper and became verbally violent, a scary thing for
a three year old.
In her second session, the final 4 steps were done. She told me she was now
sleeping soundly and was able to give up her sleeping tablets.
In her third and final session we cleared up some other issues and due to the
separation at age three of this very strong sub-personality, we established that
this one was an Ego state. Paula worked with Miss Anorexia and became
‘whole’.
This was a really beautiful experience for Paula and myself, as I had the
privilege of witnessing it.
It has now been over 10 years and Paula is completely free from anorexia.
Note:
A child at the age of 2 or 3 believes they are a part of their mother and gradually
begins to realise they are an independent person. This is when they find the
word “NO” and as any parent will tell you, they start having control issues
along with temper tantrums. This is why it is named the Terrible 2 and 3s.
As any parent will tell you, little 3 year old girls are very strong minded. I have
found that all my clients who developed anorexia around 14-15 years of age and
did my process, found their sub-personality that held anorexia to be around 3
years old.
Something happened to them that was out of their control at this age and Miss
Control was created. She lays dormant until another event out of their control,
such as puberty hits. Their bodies are changing and they have no control over it
so Miss Control re-activates and becomes for some Miss Anorexia.

Chapter 4 Case study
Sarah 16 years
Sarah’s mother was referred to me by another client. I went to their home and
met the whole family and explained Your Envisioned Mind to them. Sarah
agreed to do the process, she was currently attending the Royal Adelaide
Hospital for clinical visits and the whole family was in family therapy.
Sarah had multiple diagnoses; anorexia, OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder)
and panic attacks. She was painfully thin with sunken eyes.
Sarah was obsessive in her room where no one was to touch anything. She got
hysterical even when her mother placed her folded, washed clothes on the bed.
She knew to the minute when she would vomit at school. Whenever working
on computers she was petrified that she would vomit.
Sarah dreamed of being a dancer, but when practising she would get frustrated
and be in tears if she could not get the moves perfectly. Her school work was
affected; she had limited strength and missed many days from school.
Sarah was a very sensitive and artistic child and this was reflected in her
sessions.
Step 1 Sarah decided on a forest but she could not find a home so we decided
that the cabin the family stayed in for holidays would be her home.
Note: this sometimes happens when there are early psychological issues mostly
due to adversity.
Step2 she wanted a fence made of glass (as used around swimming pools) so
the view could not be blocked out. She found that the person who answered was
herself at age 14. It was decided that her mother would be alongside her until
she was 18, an adult, who could then run her own household.
Step 3 she made places for her dancing, school work and her interest in
gardening and nutrition.
Step4 after setting up the healing process, I started going through the ‘faces’
from her forms. Sarah over a period of 4 sessions met and healed many of her
sub-personalities.
Miss Depressed and Miss Anxious went through the healing process in the first
week and did not need any further attention.
One further thing I do with clients is to find a physical representation of the
adversity/negative emotion on the property. With Sarah’s obsessions it turned
out to be hundreds of ants all throughout the home. She decided on echidnas to
come and eat the ants (as she did not want to use poisons) and many echidnas
were used in eating up all the ants. The echidnas had to thoroughly search inside
the house and they found a hole in the house leading outside.

More echidnas were brought in and they followed the ants outside and
destroyed the anthill. All ants were eaten. Sarah then planted tulip bulbs which
grew and flowered red, orange and yellow.
Miss Confused was 5 years old and in a separate room (not in the designed
home make over). In her space everything was out of proportion, cupboards, etc
were out of shape and size. She could not open anything and was very lonely.
After going through the healing process, she went into the children’s area and
was very excited. She could open cupboards for the very first time and see what
was inside.
Miss Stressed was a sheet inside a desk that could change shape and size. She
usually came out as a white fog which enveloped all and then she could not see.
The sheet was put into a washing machine with diamantes and went through the
washing cycle. Once finished the sheet was ironed and folded and put with the
other sheets in a linen cupboard. It could be brought out and unfolded to the size
she wanted if she became stressed and then put away again.
Miss Guilty was in the healing process for the whole week. We discussed how
she apologised for anything she thought she had done wrong. She learnt that it
was OK to not get things right and not be perfect.
Miss Perfection discussed that she can never be perfect, happiness was to be her
goal and she changed her name to Miss Happy.
Miss Anorexia was waiting for all the others to be healed. Once this was done
she decided to change her name to Anna and her new job was to be a
nutritionist. Anna was to understand the healing qualities of food and learn
about organic foods and which foods would be the best for her body, her
dancing and for her brain.
In all there were 5 extended sessions. Sarah decided with her parents’ consent
that she was ready to move on. Sarah was to continue with her psychologist and
the whole family would continue with the family therapy sessions.
After the third visit, Sarah woke up about 3-4 days later saying she was excited
for the day ahead. Her mother noticed Sarah’s eyes were not sunken in as much.
Sarah comes from a loving home. There was no known abuse.
Sarah experienced a trauma at around 3 years of age. She was in a car seat,
when a van swiped the car on the side where she was strapped into her car seat.
Her face was cut by the van’s mirror: Sarah had many hospital visits for plastic
surgery to remove the scars.

A thank you from Sarah.

Sarah’s mum’s thank you.

Chapter 5 Case study
Emma 29 years
I have never met or talked to Emma. She lives in another state and is deaf. She
found me by searching Google and we met in Facebook. She did the whole
process with me, by me sending the theories to her and then writing and giving
instructions about each step. Emma would write back to me about what was
happening in her head. She had anorexia, anxiety and Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder. Emma is a writer and was very descriptive in her replies so I could see
that she was doing the process correctly.
Step 1 Emma decided her retreat would be a cove overlooking the sea. Her
home was a wooden two story Australian homestead with verandas surrounding
the whole home.
Step2 her fence was a high security one and Emma found that a little girl
answered the door. She was about 3 years old and holding her mother’s hand.
Emma asked to meet an adult part of her, who would take over the role of
housekeeper. This happened and the little girl went into the children’s area in
the ‘Home in the Head’.
Step3 she designed places for her writing, university and a pet area.
Step4 after putting in a healing area, Emma met and healed Miss Anorexia,
Miss Anxiety and Miss Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. This occurred over
many sessions as we had to type everything as our means of communication.
Emma did it all as she was determined to alleviate these problems.
She is now at University doing a writer’s course.
Hi Beverley,
.........It's amazing what you have achieved and it was very interesting to read about the development
of the Your Envisioned Mind technique, and how much it's helped you and the people you have
worked with. There is very little help or support or even understanding or acknowledgement of a lot of
these things out there - it's truly hopeful to know you are out there doing this, and despite what you
have come through. Psychiatry writes people off a lot, or throws stuff like CBT at us... you have
helped people get better!
I actually still use my safe house, I know we didn't get very far, but you gave me enough to keep
myself safer than I was, to self soothe more effectively than I was able to, and I think this contributed
to me being finally able to cut all ties with all my family and to keep myself stable enough to stay out of
hospital for the longest I've been out in 16 years. I've also started back at Uni after 16 years,
completed my first trimester of an enabling course part time and next year will do social work. I think
of how many years you studied for and I know I can do this - it will take me 8 years but it's do-able. I
hope one day I can help people, like you are doing now.
Thank you so much again for sharing this with me and other people.

Thank you letter from Emma
I am hoping to meet Emma when I next travel to the state she lives in. I would
love to do the ‘fine tuning’ of her mind which cannot be done by writing back
and forth.

Chapter 6 It's almost seem to easy
It almost seems too easy doesn’t it?
Just like Paula, Sarah and Emma changed their negative pictures to positive
ones, you too are able to change your negative pictures and feelings that have
affected your life negatively into positive pictures which result in a positive subconscious and a positive life.
By providing your sub-personalities with positive healing pictures and
experiences you provide yourself with that positive foundation.
Negative beliefs have been removed and you are well on the way to reclaim
your ‘Self’.

Conclusion
Your Envisioned Mind the new treatment for eating disorders.
Although this book has mainly focused on anorexia nervosa, the treatment of
other eating disorders like bulimia nervosa, binge eating disorder, other
specified feeding or eating disorder, avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder
and diabulimia can be done with the same process.
The Your Envisioned Mind process is a step-by-step formula.
It is NOT TALKING therapy! It is a gentle and powerful process which allows
you to meet and heal the parts of you who hold your eating disorder and has an
amazing success rate!
Would you like to have a better healthier future with an abundance of freedom
not held back by a debilitating eating disorder?
Then join the Your Envisioned Mind program and allow us to help you
alleviate your eating disorder?
How does your eating disorder program work? Well, the program is focused on
finding the cause/causes of your eating disorder and healing them. It is done in
the privacy of your own home via the internet and over Skype. We have recently
worked with a client who used her iPhone and the sessions went extremely well.
What can You expect:
 The first step is to fill out a form and do a test (nothing complicated!)
which allows us to understand your specific situation, so we can adjust
the program to your needs.
 After this, you attend a webinar which explains the theory behind Your
Envisioned Mind.
 This is followed by a video /Skype session which goes for approximately
1 ½ -2 hours and allows you to go straight into the healing phase.
 At any time you are able to discuss your physical healing needs with your
support person.

 You do have some mental work to do, however it is easy and only takes a
few minutes per day.
 Follow up sessions can be scheduled weekly (or as is suitable for you)
and last between 1 – 1½ hours.
 We will assist you over a period of 6 months with everything you need to
alleviate your eating disorder.
Express your interest or request more information to fill out the form on
our special eating disorder page .
For more information visit our website www.YourEnvisionedMind.com
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